HISTORICAL VIDEO GAMES: ARE PLAYERS
LEARNING OR ARE LEARNERS PLAYING?
ABSTRACT: When discussing historical video games, World War I (WWI) historian Chris Kempshall	
  poses overarching quesKons: Should historical video games
be enKrely factual, accurate and authenKc? Or should they be judged upon their ability to entertain? Kempshall’s	
   quesKons are central to the ﬁeld of study
and concisely encapsulate a plethora of themes and ideas. His quesKons may appear simplisKc, as they can be interpreted as a choice between two mutually
exclusive opKons. I argue that this choice is not necessary. Several mainstream historical video games are not simply a prevalent form of entertainment, but
also oﬀer a complex understanding of the past. Popular video games such as Call of Duty: WWII, Ba.leﬁeld	
   V and Maﬁa III oﬀer knowledge acquisiKon that
helps shape the collecKve representaKon and understanding of history.
APPROACH: Three mainstream historical video games making the top ten worldwide sales list in their month of release were examined, as they would have
the greatest inﬂuence on our collecKve memory.
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CONCLUSION:	
  This project on video games reveals that the idea that accuracy and inclusivity cannot coexist in video games is a misconcepKon that spawne
from the lack of representaKon in popular history sources. Video games oﬀer many interacKve ways to educate players about sensiKve topics in a subtle
manner. The longd term impact of video games is yet to be determined. Future studies on how players react and learn from these games will undoubtedly
provide insight into this quesKon. Historical video games have proven to be eﬀecKve transmiMers of the past with great potenKal to diversify our collecKve
memory.
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